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Who donates the eggsr 
In headline news today, scientists 
have announced a breakthrough 
in human cloning. Human skin 
cells and a woman·s egg were 
used to create an early stage 
embryo that is a copy of the 
original skin cell. The news is 
being celebrated largely because 
of the possibility for this process 
to develop therapy or cures for 
many afflictions. 
There is also concern however 
over other implications of the 
process· principally the spectre 
of cloning humans themselves. 
Most responses rve heard on this 
point so far, have focused on the 
strict regulation of human cloning 
for reproduction, and the severe legal penalties for breach. 
This is a complex enough issue· weighing the obvious therapeutic benefits for those 
suffering debilitating diseases and the concerns attendant on the technology taking us 
down the path of human cloning. However there is another aspect that rve not seen 
mentioned in the media so far: namely the origin of the ·donated· eggs. 
Eggs and Assisted Reproduction 
In the celebration of life and the attendant elevation of reproduction to almost sacred 
status, our Western society places an enormous weight of expectation on women to bear 
children. Those who remain childless either by choice or necessity face scrutiny for 
challenging the norm of fecundity. The role of woman as mother resonates powerfully 
throughout society and affects the way in which womanhood is constructed and measured 
by others, and by women themselves. 
The importance of motherhood for so many women is reflected in the growing prevalence 
of assisted reproduction . While media frequently reports on the happy outcomes of assisted 
reproduction, there are costs to many individual women who undergo the process 
including, according to Janice Raymond , for some for whom the procedure results in a live 
birth. 
The process of ·harvesting· eggs from a woman is, apparently, arduous. It involves 
hyperstimulation via hormonal treatments and an invasive procedure to extract the eggs 
from the woman. This process is not free of side effects. Raymond asks what it is that 
would prompt women to voluntarily undergo such a harmful process and concludes that it 
is the salesmanship of the IVF industry and societal expectations of motherhood. Others 
have also critiqued the industry. 
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